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Virtual

Summary of Accreditation Decisions

Commissioners Present: Patrick Hafford-Chair, Scott Schroeder-Vice Chair, Michelle Reiss, Rhoda Sautner, J.D. Mosley-Matchett, Laurie Yates, Craig Crow, Byra Reddy, Sharon Beaudry.

Public Member-Laurie Barr

Staff Present: Phyllis Okrepkie

First-Time Accreditation Reviews

GLA University-(India)-Granted First-time accreditation for its business programs with one note and no observations.

Rhode Island College-(Rhode Island)-Granted First-time accreditation for its business programs with one note and no observations.

The Saigon International University-(Philippines)-Granted First-time accreditation for its business programs with no notes and no observations.

Reaffirmation of Accreditation Reviews

AIMS Institutes-(India)-Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with no notes and no observations.

Fitchburg State University-(Massachusetts)-Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note and one observation.

University of Sioux Falls-(South Dakota)-Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with no notes and two observations.
Candidacy Reviews

Our Lady of Fatima University-(Philippines)-Action on candidacy status tabled.

Siena Heights University-(Michigan)-Granted candidacy status until March 30, 2025.

Southwest Minnesota State University-(Minnesota)-Granted candidacy status until March 30, 2025.

Southwest University at El Paso-(Texas)-Action on candidacy status tabled.

Valley City State University-(North Dakota)-Granted candidacy status until March 30, 2025.

New Program Reviews

Ashford University-(California)- Granted with no notes and no observations.

Kardan University-(Afghanistan)- Granted with no notes and no observations.

Palm Beach Atlantic University-(Florida)- Granted with no notes and no observations.

Previously Deferred Actions

Greenville University-(Illinois)- Granted First-time accreditation for its business programs with one note and no observations.

Swiss School of Management-(Switzerland)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note and no observations.

Extensions

Humboldt University-(California)- Granted an extension of accreditation until December 31, 2022.

International University of Geneva IUG-(Switzerland)- Granted an extension of accreditation until December 31, 2022.

For additional information on each decision, please refer to the school’s individual Member Status page available on the IACBE website at

Member Status Search